Abstract. Let (S, m, k) and (T, n, k) be local rings, and let R denote their fiber product over their common residue field k. We explore consequences of vanishing of Tor R m (M, N ) for small values of m, where M and N are finitely generated R-modules.
Introduction
Recently there has been renewed interest in the homological properties of fiber rings. In particular, the results obtained by Nasseh and Sather-Wagstaff on the vanishing of Tor in [6] inspired us to try to extend their computations. This note should be regarded as an addendum to that paper, or perhaps an advertisement for the utility of the nice results established there. Setting 1.1. Let (S, m, k) and (T, n, k) be commutative local rings. Let S π S ։ k π T և T denote the natural surjections onto the common residue field, and assume that S = k = T . Let R denote the fiber product:
R := S × k T = {(s, t) ∈ S × T | π S (s) = π T (t)}. Then R is a local ring with maximal ideal m × n and R is a subring of the usual direct product S × T . Let η S : R ։ S and η T : R ։ T be the projections (s, t) → s and (s, t) → t, respectively. The maps η S and η T are surjective, with respective kernels J := 0 × n and I := m × 0. Then R is represented as a pullback diagram:
The maximal ideal m × n is decomposable: m × n = I ⊕ J. For future reference we note that I ∼ = m and J ∼ = n as R-modules ,
The general theme of the paper is to assume the vanishing of Tor R m (M, N) for certain R-modules M and N, and certain values of m, and then describe properties of the modules that result from this assumption.
We begin with the following observation: 
Applying the functor S ⊗ R = (R/J) ⊗ R to this short exact sequence yields the exact sequence 0 → Tor
The zero on the left is by Remark 1.2. Each of these modules is annihilated by the maximal ideal I ⊕ J of R, so they are k-vector spaces. Moreover the last two non-zero terms have the same k-dimension, namely n. It follows that the first two terms have the same dimension, and hence that dim k Tor
For our first main result we need a couple of lemmas. The first is due to Nasseh and Takahashi, and the second to Nasseh and Sather-Wagstaff. Proof. Suppose first that m = 3; we show that Y and Z are free. We have
not a discrete valuation ring, and Tor
(1.7.1)
Applying Lemma 1.4 to both S Y and T Z, we get 
Onward, to Tor 4 ! This time we allow one of the modules to be an arbitrary R-module, that is, not necessarily an S-module or a T -module. The conditions imposed in the next theorem may appear a bit contrived, but Example 1.13, which follows the proof of the theorem, shows that they are exactly what is needed.
From now on, our conclusions are going to be that one of the modules has finite projective dimension over R. It is important to realize, however, that once it is known that pd R M < ∞ we actually have pd R M ≤ 1. This follows from Auslander-Buchsbaum Formula 1.8 and Remark 1.9:
Auslander-Buchsbaum Formula 1.8. Remark 1.9. depth R = min{depth S, depth T, 1} . Remark 1.9 follows from the work of Lescot [4] . See, for example, [2, (3.2) Remark]. Actually, a low-tech, direct proof is easy: Note first that an element (s, t) ∈ R is a nonzerodivisor (NZD) of R if and only if s is a NZD of S and t is a NZD of T . It follows that depth R > 0 ⇐⇒ depth S > 0 and depth T > 0. To see that depth R ≤ 1, suppose that (s, t) is a NZD of R in m × n, and let (u, v) be a arbitrary element of m × n. Then (s, 0)(u, v) = (u, 0)(s, t) ∈ R(s, t). Moreover, (s, 0) / ∈ R(s, t): Indeed, if (s, 0) = (a, b)(s, t), then b = 0, as t is a NZD; also, the equation as = s forces a = 1, a contradiction, since (1, 0) / ∈ R. Thus every element of m × n is a zero-divisor modulo R(s, t).
Theorem 1.10. Let M be an R-module and Y a non-zero S-module. Assume at least one of these conditions:
The proof is given after two more lemmas, the first one due to Dress and Krämer. 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. Assume first that m = 4. Write Ω 2 R M ∼ = M 1 ⊕M 2 as in Lemma 1.11, where M 1 is an S-module and M 2 is a T -module. From Tor
0 is a T -mmodule, and so M 2 = 0 by Lemma 1.5. Also Tor
R M = 0, and pd R M ≤ 1 as desired. In the other case, when n is not a principal ideal of T , we apply Lemma 1.12 to the composite equality Tor
But n is not free as a T -module, and hence β For the last statement, we note that either condition forces depth R = 0, by Remark 1.9. Now Auslander-Buchsbaum Formula 1.8 shows that M, being of finite projective dimension, must have projective dimension zero.
Nasseh and Sather-Wagstaff ask [6, Question 2.14] whether the vanishing of Tor Example 1.13. Let (S, m, k) and (T, n, k) be discrete valuation rings, and let R be the fiber product of S and T . Then Ω R S = Ω R R/J = J ∼ = n ∼ = T , since n is a principal ideal in the domain T . Similarly Ω R T = S. Both S and T have non-zero annihilators and therefore are not free as R-modules. It follows, from the syzygy relations above, that both S and T have infinite projective dimension over R. These relations, along with Remark 1.2, however, show that Tor ( 
Since Tor (4) . A symmetric argument, using the fifth formula in Lemma 2.3 of [6] , shows that case (b) leads to conclusion (3). Now on to Tor 6 . Here, as in the result above, both M and N are allowed to be arbitrary R-modules (that is, not necessarily annihilated by I or by J). In view of Example 1.13, however, we cannot do away with the extra hypothesis on the maximal ideal of S or T . 
This implies 0 = Tor R 2m−1 (n ⊕s , n ⊕t ). By induction n ⊕s = 0 or n ⊕t = 0. But n = 0, and so n ⊕s or n ⊕t = 0 implies s = 0 or t = 0, which implies A = 0 or B = 0, as desired for (1). By symmetry, (1) holds for the T -modules C and D.
Observe that (2) holds for m = 0; that is, A ⊗ R C = Tor By Theorem 1.14, at least one of the following four things happens: We may take each of the pieces to be free, so that Recall that a finitely generated module M over a Noetherian ring A is torsionless [1] provided the canonical biduality map δ M : M → M * * is injective. Since every torsionless module over a local ring is, up to free summands, a syzygy module (see Remark 1.20 below), we get the following corollary of Theorem 1.15 by representing each of the two modules as a syzygy and then shifting up two homological degrees. The next remark, relating the conditions torsionless and the more familiar notion torsionfree (meaning that no non-zero element is annihilated by a non-zerodivisor) is surely well known, but we have not been able to find the right statement in the literature. Let Q = Σ −1 A denote the total quotient ring of A, where Σ is the set of non-zerodivisors of A. Notice that every Q-module is torsionfree. Remark 1.20. Let A be a Noetherian commutative ring with total quotient ring Q.
(1) A finitely generated A-module M is torsionless if and only if M is isomorphic to a submodule of a free A-module. (2) Every finitely generated torsionless module is torsionfree. Proof.
(1) If α : M ֒→ F is an injective homomorphism with F a free module, which we may take to be finitely generated, we get a commutative diagram Let N be a finitely generated Q-module. It is enough to check that the natural map M p → M * * p is injective for each maximal ideal p of Q. But a zero-dimensional Gorenstein local ring is its own canonical module, so in fact the natural map is an isomorphism.
(b) =⇒ (c): Let p be an arbitrary prime ideal of Q. Every finitely generated Q pmodule is the localization of a finitely generated Q-module and therefore can be embedded in a free Q p -module. Refreshing notation, we let (A, m) be a local ring such that every finitely generated A-module can be embedded in a free A-module, and we want to prove that A is zero-dimensional and Gorenstein. First we show that A is zero-dimensional. By embedding A/m in a free module, we obtain a non-zero element x ∈ A such that xm = 0. The Krull Intersection Lemma and Nakayama's Lemma imply that ∞ n=1 m n = 0. Choose n such that x / ∈ m n . If, now, dim A > 0, we know that m n = 0, so we can choose a non-zero element y ∈ m n . Then x / ∈ Ry, and since A/(y) is torsionless there is a homomorphism ψ : A/(y) → A such that ψ(x + (y)) = 0. Let β = ψ(1 + (y)). Then yβ = 0, so β ∈ m. But then ψ(x + (y)) = xβ = 0, contradiction.
Assuming now that A is zero-dimensional, local, and not Gorenstein, let x and y be linearly independent elements of the socle of A. We will get a contradiction by showing that every homomorphism ϕ : A/(x) → A has to take y to zero. Let α = ϕ(1 + (x)). Then xα = 0, and, since x = 0 it follows that α ∈ m. But then yα = 0, and so ϕ(y) = yα = 0.
